
 

Darlington Middle School Summer Reading 2020 – ELA 7 Honors  

Teacher: Mrs. Cynthia McQueen 
Email: Cynthia.McQueen@darlington.k12.sc.us  
Website: https://bit.ly/2zcgSiy  

Reading keeps your mind nimble, helps retain information and skills 
gained throughout the previous school year, and prepares you for the 
upcoming academic year. Because of this, Darlington Middle School 
ELA Department has elected to require summer reading for upcoming 
7th grade ELA Honors students: 
 

Watership Down by Richard 
Adams  

 

DIRECTIONS: You are to complete a double-entry 
journal. Your completed double-entry journal must 
be either typed (Times New Roman, Arial, or 
Garamond – font size 13 or 14) –or—handwritten (neat/legible 
handwriting that is readable), hole punched, and submitted in a 
three-prong folder. 

On the front of your folder, please include the following: Your first 
& last name, Book Title (italics or underlined),  Book Author, 
and the words “Double Entry Journal.” You may recreate the 
Double Entry Journal (DEJ) document, or you may download a copy 

https://bit.ly/2zcgSiy


from my website https://bit.ly/2zcgSiy. If you are going to type it, I 
would suggest writing it out on an attached template first and then 
type it, or use sticky notes and attach them to the book as you read 
and then handwrite or type it. 

Double Entry Journal (DEJs) Directions: The left side of your 
table must contain the questions about the novel (see attachment). 
You should have at least 2 pieces of cited evidence from the novel to 
support your response to EACH question. The right side of your 
table must answer each question—this is a good time to use the 
RACE strategy. The response to EACH question must be at least 5-7 
sentences in length. Please give a thorough explanation for each. If 
you do not cite evidence to support your answers, you will only 
receive partial credit for the response. EACH QUESTION MUST BE 
ANSWERED! 

SUBMISSION: All Double Entry Journals are DUE: FRIDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 11TH, 2020, no later than 4:30 PM. Place your 
handwritten or typed Double Entry Journal in a 3-prong folder. On the 
front of your folder, please include the following: Your first & last 
name, Book Title (italics or underlined),  Book Author,  and the 
words “Double Entry Journal.” The summer ELA 7 Honors work 
will be graded on correctness not completion. If a student does not 
complete the assignment, the student will receive a grade of 
“50.”  

 

LATE SUBMISSIONS: Five (5) points will be deducted each day the 
work is late. The summer ELA 7 Honors work will be graded on 
correctness not completion.  

**PLAGIARISM: Please make sure you complete these 
assignments on your own. You may ask for assistance from 
your parents (questions that clarify/opinions/proofreading), but 
ALL work that is submitted must be your own ideas. Please do 

https://bit.ly/2zcgSiy
https://bit.ly/2zcgSiy


not submit work of another person or from the internet. If any 
portion of the assignment is plagiarized (another person’s work 
or copied from the internet), the assignment will receive a grade 
of a “0”.  

 

As you are working on the assignment, if you have any questions, please 
refer to the email address above. I will respond as quickly as possible, but it 
may take up to a day for a response. These assignments are not meant to 
be busy work or take away from your summer vacation, but please make 
sure you do not wait until August to begin the assignments. It is more time 
consuming than you think. Overall, it will prepare you for next year with the 
type of task that will be required of you throughout the year!  

 

Have an awesome summer! 

 
Mrs. Cynthia D. McQueen 
ELA 7 Honors Teacher 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Watership Down Double 
Entry Journal Questions 

 

1. Why rabbits? Can you imagine Watership Down with some other type of 
animal—wolves, cats, snakes, little children? Does it matter to you that the 
rabbits mostly do normal rabbit-y things? What about the story telling and Fiver's 
prophetic abilities—things that real rabbits don't do or have (we hope)—do they 
interfere with your ability to believe this action? 

 

2. Why set the book in the real environment of England? What do you think this 
book would be like if Adams made up a fantasy world? Or what do you think it 
would be like if he set the action in a place far away, like America or Australia? 

 

3. Do you think there's a historical lesson in this book? Is this book (written in the 
1970s) modeled on some particular historical event or era, like World War II? If 
the book has a lesson, does that lesson matter for today? 

 

4. What do you think of the point of view? How does it change your feelings about 
the characters when we see the world from Woundwort's P.O.V. or see his life 
story? What about the brief section from the humans' P.O.V.—does that affect 
how you feel about humans? Are those sections written differently? 

 

5. Why do you think the book is split into four parts? Do each of those parts tell a 
complete part of the overall story? Do you think all of the episodes in the novel 
are equally important? Can you imagine this story without any episode? Like 
what would you think if we skipped over the final war with Efrafa? 

 

 

https://www.shmoop.com/wwii/


6. What do you think about the stories of El-ahrairah? Are they fun and interesting? 
Or do they just interrupt the main story about Hazel's rabbits? Do the stories of 
El-ahrairah have some connection to the main story? For instance, the story of 
the King's Lettuce gets told in Cowslip's warren—is that story related to what's 
going on in the warren? 
 

7. What do you think about the epigraphs for each chapter? Do you recognize the 
authors and the works being quoted? Do the epigraphs tell you what's going to 
happen in the chapter? Do the epigraphs seem super-hard? How does that make 
you feel? (And don't feel bad, because even we had to look up a few of these 
authors.) 
 

8. How do you feel about Woundwort? He's a dangerous villain, right? But what 
about all his positive qualities, like his courage? Is he admirable in a way? Or just 
evil? 
 

9. What do you think about the descriptions of the landscape? Do they help you 
imagine this wilderness setting? Do they interest you? Or do you want to skip the 
description of the landscape and focus on the plot? 
 

10.What do you think of the rabbit language Lapine? Is it weird to read a book with 
some strange foreign words in it? Or was it fun? Did it make you think of the 
rabbits as different from us? 
 

11.What are the differences between the book and the movie? Between the book 
and the TV show? (In order to answer this question, you will need to watch the 
movie and/or TV show. :o).....) 

 

12.This question is only going to work if you've read some other books, but we'll ask 
anyway: How does Watership Down differ from other animal stories, like Rudyard 
Kipling's Jungle Book or Mrs. Frisby and the Rats of NIMH or Charlotte's Web? 
Do all books about animals have the same themes and lessons? (Like "be nice to 
animals"?) (In order to answer this question, you will need to either physically 
read the book or listen to the audiobook. If all else fails, watch a good movie 
version of the book to get an idea of the theme of the book(s)...) 

 

https://www.shmoop.com/literature-glossary/epigraph.html
https://www.shmoop.com/charlottes-web/


13.What do you think about the female rabbits in this book? The male rabbits at first 
only think that they are good for breeding, but is that true in the book? And what 
about Lucy, the little girl who is smart enough to go to school? Is she a role 
model or a stereotype for girls and women? 

 

14. EPIGRAPHS: 

 
Which 3 epigraphs were your favorite or most meaningful to you in helping you 
understand the overall plot and theme of the novel Watership Down? Explain why. Cite 
evidence from the chapter in which it was found to support your statements. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Format for Double Entry Journal 
Instead of labeling the first column “Page,” change it to 

“Question #.” Instead of “Quotations,” change to “Question.”  

 

 


